
      Whitsun Term 2021 Curriculum Plan: Year 1  
 
 

Personal Learning Activities 

No PLA activities due to COVID19 
restrictions  

 

 

Maths 
 

Multiplication and Division: 
- Make equal groups 
- Make arrays 
- Make doubles 
Fractions: 
- Making/finding a whole 
- Making/finding a half 
- Making/finding a quarter 

Position and direction: 
- Describe position 
- Describe turns 

Consolidation 
- Addition and subtraction within 20 
- Place value within 50 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Science 
 
Unit: Types of Animals 
 
- Different types of animals live in the local 

environment and can name some of them.  
- Recognise similarities and differences within 

and between animals. 
- Classify familiar animals according to their 

characteristics. 
- Gather information on animals and present the 

data in tables, Carroll diagrams and bar charts. 
- Making simple interpretations of these using 

them to answer and generate questions. 
 

ICT 
 

Unit: We are painters  

• Use the internet safely to find ideas for an illustration. 

• Select and use appropriate painting tools to create and 
change images on the computer. 

• Create an illustration for a particular purpose. 

• Know how to save, retrieve and change their work. 
 

 

Themed Unit: Love Our World (Global Citizenship) 

 

School grounds: 

• How can we develop our school to be eco-friendlier? 
Marine: 

• How is plastic destroying our marine wildlife?  
Biodiversity: 

• What is biodiversity? 

• How can we help to look after wildlife in our 
environment? 

Healthy Living: 

• Where does our food come from?  

• How can living a healthy lifestyle help our environment? 
 
 
 

 

Educational Visit / Event:  

 

 

 

  

Music 
 
KS1: Reading Music and 

Simple Notation.  
 
KS2: Reading Music and 
General Notation. 
 
 

 
 

 

MFL - Spanish 
 
 

Years R, 1 and 2:  Small Group 
Spanish with Stephanie 
 
Years 3 and 4:  Puedo (I can) 
 
Years 5 and 6:  Puedo (I can) 
 
 

Physical Education 

KS1: Multi-skills and receiving 
skills.  
KS2: Multi-skills and Rugby. 
 
Swimming: No swimming due to 
COVID restrictions 
 

THRIVE  
- Can express and manage a wide variety of emotions with 

sensitivity to others.  

- Has a range of ways to resolve conflict and manage 

disagreement.  

-  

English: Mr Wolf’s Tale 
Phonics: 
- Phase 5 – Phonics Bug 21-24 

Handwriting: 
- Nelson Handwriting Scheme Units 10-16 

Reading: 
- Phonics Bug Reading Scheme/Free Readers – School Library 

Writing:  
- Understanding the purpose of different text forms. Writing messages. Writing letters. Writing 

recipes. Writing directions. 
- Using appropriate vocabulary to fit the subject matter and purpose. 
- Sequencing sentences to form short narratives. 

Speaking: 
- Use talk to tell stories and build narratives.   
- Exploring ideas through role-play and improvising. 
- Extending vocabulary by exploring the meaning and sounds of new words.  
- Selecting and using an appropriate register for talk.  
- Identifying features of Standard and Non-Standard English.  

SPaG:  
- Using a capital letter for proper nouns (people, places) and the pronoun ‘I’.  
- Using connectives (conjunctions) to join two simple sentences, thoughts or ideas: and, 

because, so, or, but. 
- Using a question mark accurately in a sentence.  
- Making phonetically plausible attempts to spell unknown words.  
- Adding -s or -es to change a singular noun into a plural noun (including terminology: singular, 

plural). 
- Using adjectives in a sentence. Sequencing words in a meaningful order. Using the prefix ‘un-’ 

to change the meaning of verbs and adjectives.  
Class Books: Selection of fairy tales linking to Little Red Riding Hood 

 

 

 


